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Safety First
     Slip and falls accidents are the most common type of accident for this time of year.  While we are in the
middle of the mildest winter in recent history and there hasn’t been a whole lot of snow and ice this can be easy
to forget.  The old saying goes "If you don’t like the weather in Michigan give it a minute and it will change",
keeping that in mind cold weather is coming.  Please take the extra time to be safe during these slick times and  
remind any drivers coming to any of our locations to do the same.

Commercial Considerations
     At many of our operations we carry commercial grade products.  Our commercial materials are materials 
that do not always meet the Michigan Department of Transportation specifications.  While all of our locations

that carry commercial grade
products also stock their MDOT

MATERIAL OTTAWA LAKE MAYBEE NEWPORT DENNISTON (Michigan Department Of
6AA Please Call Yes Please Call Yes Transportation)  counterparts
21AA Yes Yes Please Call Yes the commercial grade products

are less expensive and will 
typically perform on par their MDOT counterparts for most projects.  While job specifications and project plans
have to dictate what products are being used, next time check with your project manager or engineer to see 
where you may be able to save them money by substituting a commercial grade product.  The 21AA commercial
is great for driveways, parking lots, and sub bases.  6AA Commercial is great for pipe bedding, non paved  
driveways, and many other projects.  Some of our locations always have these commercial materials in stock 
others have them available sporadically on those locations and products we listed "Please Call" above.  If you 
have any questions regarding product availability please contact Ryan Lumpford at (734) 777-3396.

Customer Service
     At Stoneco we always do our best to keep trucks moving in and out of our yards as your time is important 
to us.  If there are any customer service issues including miss loads, time in plant, or any other issues please
never hesitate to let us know so we can improve.  Your business continues to be very important to us and
anything we can do to improve your experience while at our locations will be taken with the highest priority.
Please contact a Stoneco Sales Representative with any concerns or ideas.

Resolutions
     With the coming of the new year it gives us a chance to Reportable
look back on the past year and what we accomplished, things Accidents
that we would change, and possibly make some New Years Maybee 0 1
resolutions.  An accomplishment we made was zero lost time Denniston 0 0
accidents at all of our plants for the second year running.  This Ottawa Lake 0 2
comes from all of our employees taking safety to heart and Newport 0 0
management that makes safety first.  Our resolution is simple, Zeeb 0 0
make it three years!  From all of us at Stoneco please have a safe and happy New Year!  And good luck on 
those resolutions!
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